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i

VOLUME

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

MONDAY EVENINQ,

MARCH

Disinfect Your House, Don't Cost Much, But Must Be Done Right.
rick's Day. the members and lady
friends who expect to attend are
counting on seeing something good.

WRECK

m

m

m

Mrs. W. N. Baldwin
has issued
cards for a domino party at her home
at 312 South Lea avenue, Thursday,
March 14, from 2:30 till 5:30

KILLS TWO

SPRING CROP
OF STRIKES

The pupils of Mrs. Katherine Audrain McKay gave a recital to their
friends at the Christian church Saturday afternoon. The affair was attended by a large crowd and was
enjoyed. A large part of the
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER EXPLODES greatly
CAR
program was contributed by little LOUISVILLE STREET AND
WITH DISASTROUS RESULTS
ERS USE FORCE
playing
especially
their
folks,
and
ON THE PENN. R. R.
LICE INTERFERE.
pleased the listeners. The recital was
one of a series being given by Mrs.
McKay's pupils, all of which
have
been entirely successful and much
pupils.
to the benefit of the

THREE GO

The Best Ever. Concert benefit of
Christian church building fund. Tuesday night at Christian church. Tickets, adults 25 cents, children J 5c, on
8t2
sale at P. V. Drug Co.

ASHORE

John Kelley, the former dray and
the
Ship With Government Coal Aboard transfer man of this city left on
auto Sunday for his home in Estan-ci- a
is Aground Near San Francisco.
after spending several days with
A German and a British Steamer
Ashore in Chesapeake. Bay in a many old friends in Roswell.
o
Blinding Snow Storm.
Robert Kellahin, Grand Lecturer of
the Masons of New Mexico, went to
Carlsbad Sunday night to give the
Royal Arch work to a team in the
Chapter there. He will return to11.
Two
N. J., Mar.
Metuchin.
morrow.
men were kilted, a. number of others
Mrs. W. A. Lai&law, of Kansas City
hurt and Metuchin threatened with
many fires today, when the boiler of left Sunday morning for Texico and
after
a locomotive on the Pennsylvania Sunnyside, where she will look
business interests before returning
railroad exploded while drawing a to
her home. She has .been here two
freight train through town. The dead
are Win. J. Sisher, engineer, of Phil-- a months for her health.
delphia. and S. C. Smith, brakeman,
Charles L. Stone, formerly councilof Trenton. N. J. The train was pass- man
from the Third ward, came in
ing through town under good headway, when just opposite the railroad Saturday night from Indian Territory
is now located, to spend
station the boiler exploded. Portions where hedays
looking after business
several
of the boiler were blown two blocks
away and tore through buildings. Ma-a- and visiting old friends.
o
freight cars were piled in a heap,
C. C. Womack returned Saturday
and several train hands were Injured,
but none seriously. A broken car from a trip to Carlsbad. He was visit
caught, .fire, but the blaze was soon ed here Friday by C. F. Fox, general
extinguished. A portion of the loco- manager ifor Swift & Company in New
motive was blown Into Hahn's drug Mexico and Western Texas. Mr. Cox
store, two blocks from the track, and has left for hfc headquarters at Dalanother piece of steel entered Mo las.
Both were
Cutcheon's pharmacy.
net on fire simultaneously, but in nel
At the concert Tuesday night for
103s.
tber case was there any serious operthe benefit of the building fund of
Miss Daisy Martin, telephone
Christian church will be heard
ator in the railroad station, was the
the well known singers and players
thrown from her chair by the explo- of the local talent. You should not
sion and slightly injured. The build- miss this concert, the best of the
ing caught fire, but was not destroy- season.
8t2
ed. The bodies of Engineer Sisher
and Brakeman Smith were found a
R. T. Aliibon came up from Lake
hundred yards from the tracks.
Arthur Sunday morning, accompaniei
by his son. A. B. Allison, of Crowley,
VESSEL WITH GOVERNLa., who is visiting in the valley,
MENT CARGO ASHORE. and his daughter. Miss Ella, of this
11.
The city,
San Francisco, Cal.. Mar.
been visiting at Lake
d
American ship Dirigo Arthur.who has
end
on
north
of
the
went ashore
Island last night, striking on
B. A. Stewart, who was here six
a mud bank, where she still lies. She weeks
is expected in
was 135 days out from Baltimore tonight ago prospecting
from Decatur, Tennessee,
with 5,000 tons of coal on board conby his family. Mr Stew
signed to the government.
art will go into ousiness here and he
Two Vessels Aground.
Baltimore, Md.. Mar. 11. The Ger- and his family will make Rosweli
man steamer Pisa and the British their home.
o
steamship Queen Adelaide today are
R. P. Bean has just put in a fine
reported aground in Chesapeake Bay, new
cement walk, leading from the
both vessels having missed the changate to ills door, at his suburnel la a heavy snow storm yesterday. fronthome
near this city that is a sub
They are not believed to be in dan- ban
ger. Tugs are working to release stantial improvement, both as to appearance and usefulness. The walk
them.
is 100 feet in length.
"
y

tour-maste-

IN

THE SOCIAL WORLD.

BOILERMAKERS

GO

STRIKPO-- -

OMT

Shipyards at Cleveland and Detroit
Tied Up by a Strike of the BoilerFew Employees are at
makers.
Large
Work, and Many
Vessels
are Delayed in Construction.

Ky.. Mar. 11.

Louisville.

The

at-

tempt of the street railway company
men this
to run cars with
morning was only partially successful. While no violence was reported
up to 8:30. there were numerous
demonstrations. The company usual
ly runs six hundred cars, but only
one hundred were in service early
today.
As the day progressed there were
several outbreaks. At Tnirteenth and
Main two cars bound to the city
were stopped by several hundred men
on their way to work. The two con
ductors were forced to return fares
to passengers, reverse the trolleys
and take the cars back to the barns.
At Fourth and "C" streets strike sym
pathizers surrounded a car and ston
ed the motorman and conductor, in
juring the former, Edward Pierson.
seriously. The police were called and
dispersed the crowd. At Fourth and
Hill several cars were stopped and
the air brakes were put out of comthrew stones
mission. The crowd
through the windows of one or two
cars before the police arrived. There
were numerous calls for police in
widely separated sections of the city, the teamsters aiding the strike
sympathizers in blocking the tracks
in several places. The entire police
force is on duty.
Boilermakers Strike.
non-unio-

n

O., Mar. 11. In obedCleveland,
ience to a strike order issued Saturday by the strike officials of the International Boilermakers and Iron
Shipbuilders I'nion. about 450 men
employed at the Globe yards of the
American Ship Building Company in
this city declined to go to work this
morning.
The strike included riveters, calkers and fitters. At the Globe
yards twenty ships were undergoing
repairs while two large vessels were
under course of construction. Not
to exceed 25 men remained in the

yards after the strikers left and these
were mostly common laborers. A dispatch from Lorraine today says about
300 men struck in that yard several
days ago. No others quit today.
Shipbuilders Walk Out.
Detroit. Mich., Mar. 11. The union
G. W. Davisson left Saturday night shipbuilders
in the plants of the
for San Antonio. Texas where he and
open.firm nave
the
ed operations in the real estate business. George told all his Roswell
friends "goodbye." but most of them
are expecting him back before long.
District Attorney James M. Hervey
and wife returned Sunday night from
Chicago, where Mr. Hervey has been
looking after business three week.
Mr. Hervey went oa through to
to attend district court the remainder of the week. Mr. Hervey's
term of office as district attorney ex-

daffdil-shade-

d

,

Carls-ban-

d

pires March 16.

An exchange says that in
New
Mexico Johnny Gosh and Jennie Dern
were married recently. The local editor could not resist the temptation
to head it "Gosh-Dern.- "
He has been
living in the desert ever since, feeding on cactus and sand. He prefers
that to facing the blushing bride and
a furious husband.

Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Rosenwald, of
Albuquerque, came in on a special automobile Saturday afternoon to spend
several days in Roswell. Mr. Rosen- g
wald is one of the firm of Rothen-ber& Schloss cigar company and is
here on business with the local office
of that firm.

o'clock.

sl

We

are

.

over-stocke- d

on

Cheap Rockers and are po-into sell them at cost for
a few days from $1 to f 2.50
each.

p;

.

o

e

8t2

LaRue, of Las Vegas, who has
been here on business, left Sunday
At Its meelng with. Mrs. Percy Ev- on the auto for his home.
ans Saturday afternoon, the Shakespeare club held its annual election,
which resulted as follows: Mrs. W.
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
Mrs. Percy
A. Johnson, president;
(Local Report.)
Mrs. B. F. HarEvans,
Roswell. N. M March 11. TempMrs. H. F. M. Bear,
low secretary;
erature, max. 70, min. 37, mean 64 ;
treasurer.
precipitation in inches and hundreddir. NW, veloc. 2; weaThe entertainment to te given at ths, 0;PLWind,
cloudy.
the commercial club Friday evening ther.
for Roswell and vicinity:
will .have many interesting features, Forecast
tonight and Tuesday stationamong which will be "Reveries of a eryFair
temperature.
Bachelor" to be acted out by a numM. WRIGHT.
ber of local artists. Inasmuch a the
- Official In Charge.
Pat
event will be a celebration of
J.

vice-preside-

Special
Sale on
Cheap
Rockers

Dr. C. T. McClane came up from
Artesia this morning to spend three
days in Roswell.
H and Mrs.
returned about a week ago
from their trip to Los Angeles. California, where they have been since
last October. They will spend another week with their daughter Mrs. L.
W. Martin, at Artesia, before returning to Roswell for the summer
local performers at
Well known
the concert at the Christian church
Tuesday nighL The Bent Ever. Eight
Mc-clan-

A.

Lakes

'

Engineering

Works

walked out today, leaving only the
machinists!, carpenters and laborers
at work in the yards.
No Strike at Buffalo.
Buffalo, N. Y-- , Mar. 11. There was
no strike here today in the yards of
the American Ship Building Co.
Only Riveters Went Out.
Superior, Wis., Mar. 11. Only seventy riveters at the Superior ship
building plants struck this morning.
The remainder of the force of about
1,300 men are still at work.
EIGHTH WEEK OF

THE THAW TRIAL.
the
New York, Mar. 11. With
Thaw trial entering on its eighth
week today. District Attorney Jerome began the real work of prosecution, offering testimony in rebuttal
of the defense built up by Thaw's attorneys. The first witness called today was Frederick W. Longfellow,
one of the Thaw family attorneys.
Jerome wished to prove by Longfellow that Harry Thaw more than
two years before Evelyn Thaw told
him the story which is said to have
unbalanced his mind, knew all the
evil practices of men In New York.
Jerome asked Longfellow about the
service of papers on Thaw in the
suit of Ethel Thomas. On objection
by Del mas, Longfellow was stopped
from giving any definite testimony as
to this suit upon the ground that he
was acting as Thaw's counsel, and
his dealings with him were confiden,
tial.
Blocked at every turn by objections
testimony
from Delmas in obtaining
from Longfellow, Jerome switched to
the testimony of the policemen who
saw Thaw on the night of his arrest
and who declared his actions to them
seemed but those of a rational man.
Delmas asked one officer if he had
not overheard Thaw in the cell say
that he had heard the voices of wom
en crying out. The officer said there
had been no such statement in. his
hearing.
.

Walker-Davisso- n

to 6 Mrs.
Friday afternoon
Phil. W. HeUnig entertained about
thirty friends complimentary to her
sister. Mrs. B. F. Nicholson, of San
Antonio. She was assisted by Mrs.
W. S. Prager and Mrs. W. N .Baldwin. The reception hall and parlors
were tastefully decorated with spring
Tall
blossoms and potted plants.
.vases with purple Iris and daffodils
were everywhere.
The punch bowl from which was
served the most refreshing beverage
was embedded in violets, hyacinths
and ferns. The shades were drawn,
candles gave out
and
a mellow glow. After an hour or two
pent in the absorbing game of Five
Hundred, dainty refreshments, con- sisting of turkey and nut aanawicnes,
cheese straws, cranberry ice. coffee
and confections, were served.
The artistic score cards and counters were one of the most beautiful
features of the occasion, and were
greatly admired by all. Those present
were: Mesdames B. F. Nicholson of
San Antonio, R. D. Mize of Independence, Mo.. Parsons, Keilahin. M duty re, Reed. Smith, Polsgrove, Wyllys,
Carson, Patterson, Ray, Harry Jaffa,
Nathan and Joe Jaffa, Slaughter, Sidney Prager, Goslln, Peacock, Payton,
Phillips, Baldwin, W. S. Prager. True,
Cummins,
Price and
Humphrey.
White. All voted Mrs. Helmig a most
charming hostess.
Announcement has been received
hi Roswell of the marriage of Miss
Nell Coffy to Mr. Frederick Norman
Clark, at San Antonio,. Tex., March
third. The couple win reside in San
Antonio. The bride. lived in Roswell
for two y&&rs preceding ' the Spring
of 1905. and is remembered as
sweet and lovable young woman. She
was head milliner at the store of the
Joyce-Prui- t
Co. in this city.
from 3

Great

o

BATTLE SHIPS AS INSUR
ANCE AGAINST 'WAR.
San Francisco, Cal., Mar. 11. Lord
Charles Beresford, Admiral of the
British Channel fleet, arrived here
last night on his return from Texas.
where he has been settling the es
tate of his brother, the late Lord
Delaval Beresford. The Admiral still
believes in battleships, in spite of
the international project of disarma
ment. "The people become the arbi
ters of peace," he said in an inter
view. "They realize the horrors of

war and that battleships are cheap
er than battles. War is no longer de
termined by parliaments and poten
tates, and the people look upon the
cost of battleships as an insurance
rate. That is what I have always said
and I believe it still. I told your peo
ple that."

II, 1907 '

See Us, We Know.

REPORT ON
COUNTIES

ture for only

OR

IT EAVORS ARTESIA

$2.50
Ullery Fura. Co
The Leaders.

North Spring River addition to
Phelan Oliver to J. Ragsdale, for
$125 lot 7 .block 5, Valley View Addition, to Roswell.
Concert benefit building fund Chris
tiaa church, Tuesday nighL Tickets
on sale P. V. Drug Co.
8t2

BENEFIT

THEATRICAL FOR
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Members of the Roswell Fire Department and some of their friends
have gotten up a theatrical that will
be put on at the Majestic theatre next
Friday night. The receipts will be
used in putting in new equipment at
the fire house and consequently the
affair should be patronized from a

AMNESTY
PARLIAMENT
AT ODDS OVER THE MATTER.

IS

WANTS IT DISPERSED

o

ARCHIE ROOSEVELT
Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Mar. 11. The
committee on counties and county
lines is ready to report on several of
the new county projects. It is understood that the report will be made
either this afternoon or tomorrow on
Artesia, Foraker, Pyramid and Torrance. It is believed that the report
on the first three bills will be favorable, and that these bills will pass
the house, but it is thought that the
Torrance county measure will be defeated by a substantial majority.
A number of the leading citizens
of Union county were here last week
working to defeat the dismemberment of Union county, but they left
with little hope that the Foraker
county project could be defeated in
the house.
A bill providing for .the dismemberment of San Juan county has been
prepared, and its introduction in the
house was threatened as a means to
whip into line Price Walters, representative from San Juan county, who
has been opposing legislation for the
plunderbund from the first. In view
of the fact that the "solid seventeen" was badly smashed through
the efforts of Gallegos, of Quay, and
another untoward event which has
arisen to disturb the equanimity of
the chief tooters in the band wagon,
it is not believed that the San Juan
county project will be introduced, as
it appears to be desirable that nothing should be done to cause further
defections from the organization. It
is going to be hard enough to keep
the members together without introducing any new elements of discord,
and the band wagon leaders will have

4.

4,

TO PROVIDE

public spirit standpoint, if not otherwise.
The play will be "Captain Racket"
and will be a farce comedy, three acts Novoe V re mya Declares
Make of
The Governor Will Probably
the House
fun. The principal parts will be
Appointments
Some New
This taken
of Parliament a Mere Organizing
by the following well known
Much Business on Hand.
Week.
Center of the Revolutionary MoveJim Reeves, Mrs. Chas.
The New Election Law is Nearing artists: Mrs.Aubrey
ment.
Premier of Bulgaria AssasSmith,
Carroll
Completion, and Is an Improvement Whiteman,
at Sofia Today.
sinated
George
Smith,
Foreman,
and
Fred
Over the Old.
Wilson. These names insure the success of the play.

RUEF AND SCHMITZ TRIAL
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, Cal., Mar. 11. An
immense crowd today surrounded toe
temple where the Schmitz and Ruef
proceedings are being held, and the
court was jammed.
Judge Dunne finally adjourned the their resources taxed to the utmost
court until ten o'clock tomorrow, to
preserve the vehicle from destrucpending decisions on technical points tion.
supreme
submitted to the Federal and
Up to this time only three nominacourts. The understanding is that if tions
been sent in to the coundecisions adverse to Ruef are hand- cil byhave
the Governor, that of Territoed down before that time his trial rial Superintendent of Public Instrucwill proceed. If not, Schmitz will be tion and two members of the board
placed on trial.
of regents of the Normal School at
o
Silver City. The terms of a number
PENNSYLVANIA STATE
of Territorial officials have expired,
INQUIRY.
CAPITOL
as also have those of a number of
legis11.
A"
Harrisburg, Pa., Mar.
members of official boards. Although
cap-itnew
state
lative inquiry into the
the Governor is keeping his own
contracts and accounts was be- counsel, it is generally believed that
gun here today. The investigation two or three of the present officials
grew out of allegations made during will fail of
The apthe last state campaign of gross ex- pointments will, in all probability, go
travagance, overcharges and duplica- in this week for confirmation.
tion of items in the ornamentation
There are now only nine more legand equipment of the building. The islative days, and there remains
capitol building cost $4,000,000, and more business to be transacted than
the equipments cost $9,000,000.
has been done during all of the session up to this time. The appropriation bill which has been in the hands
PITTSBURG AND ALLEGHENY
CITY CONSOLIDATED. of the committee on finance for 12
Philadelphia. Pa.. Mar. 11. The days, and which has been changed
state supreme court today affirmed in a number of particulars, may be
the judgment of the Superior Court reported this afternoon. The commitpermitting the consolidation of Pitts- tee worked on the aneasure Saturday
burg and Allegheny City. The case and Saturday evening in order to get
has been fought from the lower the measure ready to report. Since
courts, the opponents of the "Greater the break in the organization forces
Pittsburg" claiming the legislative in the house there is a better prosact providing for the consolidation pect for the passage of the appropriation bill. For more than a week after
to be unconstitutional.
the introduction of the bill it did not
appear probable that the measure
Secretary Brainard in Town.
E. H. Brainard. of Canadian. Tex.. would pass, and it is by no means
secretary of the Panhandle Cattle- certain now that it will get through.
men's Convention, arrived in the city In case it should fail of passage the
Sunday night, and was here today Territory would get along under the
taking a survey of the preparations provision that the appropriations
that are being made for the annual made for the past two fiscal years
convention here April 16, 17 and 18. by the last legislature would be exHe is greatlv pleased with the inter tended for each subsequent fiscal
est the people of Roswell are show- year until otherwise provided by law,
ing in the big event and has express and the Territorial Auditor would
ed great satisfaction as to wnat work make levies sufficient to raise revehas 'been done bv the local commit nue to meet the expenditures. nearing
The new election bill is
tees. He will return to Canadian to
and will be introduced
morrow. While in the city Mr. Brain- completion,
SlaughM.
George
this week. It will cover aH of the
ard w3 a euest of
ter, chairman of the local organiza ground covered by the present law in
tion that tias the preparations jn regard to the registration of voters
and elections, and all of the laws now
charge.
o
in effect in the Territory will be repealed should this measure pass the
Transfers in Real Estate.
The following deeds have been fil legislature. A committee from each
ed for reord in the office of Probate of the houses of the legislature, the
chairmen of both the Territorial comClerk and Recorder. F. P. Gayle:
W. .M. Underwood to Elizabeth Dun mittees and the members of the New
lap and nusband. for $75, a small Mexico Bar Association have labored together in the framing of the
piece of land in
bill, which ought to cover the ground
Luther A. Stevens to W. B.
for $C0, a lot 191 by 60 feet pretty thoroughly, and which ought
to be a great improvement over the
in
R. A. Holmes and wife to R. W. old law.
(Signed) LOOMIS.
Smith, for $1,200. lots 8 and 9, block

Roswell.

ing prussic acid, while three members of the company were waiting to
question him about his affairs. He
left a note saying that he had been
insane for some time. The coroner
decided that the man committed suicide, and that there was no occasion
to continue the investigation upon
the theory that murder had been com

Preston came from Dallas, Tex.,
several years ago, and was reputed
to own considerable property near
Dallas and to be heir to an estate
In New Orleans, reported to be worth
WILL
COMMITTEE IS READY AND
THE
three million dollars.
RUSSIAN
MAKE IT THIS AFTERNOON
HOPELESSLY

Sim-mond- s,

A Rocker just like the

ULLERY FURNITURE CO

mitted.

4.

pic-

NUMBER 8

SUICIDE DECLARES
HIMSELF INSANE.
New York, Mar. 9. That Leonidas

secretary and manager
M. Preston,
of the Timkin Roller Company, forged the name of E. R. Hewitt, a member of that company, to notes aggregating $75,000 to $100,000 was the
substance of a statement made to
Nashville. Tenn," Mar. 11. Col. So- the coroner today by Jas. A- - Shea,
lon E. Rose, aged 88 years, is dead at counsel for Mrs. Preston. Preston
died suddenly Thursday, after drink
his home la Pulaski, Tena.

DOING SPLENDIDLY.
D. C. March 11, 1907
Roosevelt's
condition con-

Washington,
Archie

tinues favorable. It was said at the
White House at nine
o'clock this
morning that he had a good night

and was doing splendidly.

St. Petersburg, Mar. 11. The Radical party is hopelessly at odds regarding the manner of raising the
question of amnesty. The Socialists
persist in forcing it immediately to
the front in the form of an open declaration to the people, which practically would be an appeal for revolution. A caucus of the social revolutionist leaders and the leaders of the

TWO MILLION DOLLARS
WORTH OF WOOL.
New York, Mar. 11. The British Peasant League last night rejected
steamship Ashatee brought here the this
as the proposition to
largest cargo of Australian wool ev- make asan well
or demand to the Em
er imported. It had 13,145 bales peror, andappeal
it was decided to introworth $2,000,000. The duty amounted duce a regular
bill providing amnesty
to $77,000, the freight to $60,000 and for political prisoners.
This undoubtthe insurance cost $16,000.
edly is unconstitutional and unaccepto
able to the Constitutional Democrats.
ARTESIA PREACHER IS
The cabinet, in any event,
not
MARRIED IN ROSWELL. regard the introduction of anwill
amnesRev. J. H. Messer, pastor of the ty resolution as warranting the dissoSouthern Methodist church at Arte- lution of parliament.
sia, and Mrs. Lillie Robinson, of ArThe reactionist campaign for the
tesia, came to Roswell this morning prororogation
of the parliament under
and were married at two o'clock this any pretense is
in full swing.
afternoon, the marriage taking place
lower
house
The
of parliament reat the Southern M. E. jarsonaw, assembled this morning
reexwhere Rev. John W. Smith tied uie amination of the credentials for
memnuptial knot. The couple will go to bers. Protests were submitted ofagainst
Artesia on this evening's train. The the election of the entire deputation
groom has been 3. member of this con from Bessobaria, Poltava,
Minsk,
ference for seven years, and is now
Vovgoroda,
Kazan,
an his second year at Artesia. The Kyerson and the Veronozh,
city of Kishineff.
bride came to Artesia from Denton,
Novoe Vremya,
which is ta close
Texas, a year ago.
touch with the organization at Tsar-ko- e
Selo, which opposed both PremSPEAKER CANNON IS
ier Stolypin and the parliament, sigHONORED BY FIREWORKS nificantly
declared today that the
San Juan, Porto Rico, Mar. 11. The house is a mere organizing center of
n
Hamburg-Americasteamer the revolutionary
Line
movement
and
Blucher, with Speaker Cannon and should be dispersed at the earliest
oarty of representatives on board, possible moment.
bound for the Isthmus to inspect the
Yalta, Crimea, Mar. 11. Col. Dum-badzwork done on the Panama Canal, arcommandant of the garrison
rived here last night from the island here, was slightly wounded and his
of St. Thomas. Mr. Cannon and oth- adjutant and coachman were seriousers landed soon after arrival and ly injured today by a bomb thrown
were present at a concert on the pla- under the Colonel's
carriage from
za. Speaker Cannon was quickly rec- the upper window of a house on the
ognized by the crowds and was hon- street through which they were drivored by a fireworks display.
ing. The man who threw the bomb
committed suicide to avoid arrest.
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
Premier of Bulgaria Killed.
Sofia, Bulgaria,
HEARS FROM PRESIDENT
Mar. 11. M.
11.
premier and minister of the inGoverSacramento, Cal., Mar.
today
terior, was assassinated here today.
nor Gillette sent the assembly
a message from President Roosevelt
o
complaining that the recent action of CHAMP CLARK MAY
the California legislature would have
VISIT ROSWELL IN APRIL.
a most unfortunate effect upon the
Elder C. C. Hill, pastor of the Chria
President's effort to secure the exclu- tian church, is in receipt of a letter
sion of Japanese laborers by Federal from his boyhood friend. Congressagreement. The President asked the man Champ Clark, of Missouri, statGovernor to secure a suspension of ing, in answer to inquiry, that he has
further action until the receipt of a hopes of making several lecture dates
letter from the President. The Gov- in the Southwest during the coming
ernor asked the assembly to give the two months, and that if he does, he
will surely come to Roswell. He does
matter careful consideration.
o
not know anything about what time
he can come, but it is hoped that he
Burge Brings Three Fine Jacks.
R. T. Burge arrived Saturday night will be able to so arrange his dates
bringing
as to reach here during the cattleMissouri
from Smithton,
with him in the exnress car three fine men's convention.
sending
not
Champ Clark is one of the most
risk
iacks that he would
by freight. One of the Jacks is Black brilliant orators of today. Many conWonder, 16 hands and one inch high, sider him superior in this respect to
sired by Orphan Boy the jack of L. Wm. J. Bryan. He is the leader of
M. Monses, of Smithton, Missouri, the Democratic party on the floor of
which took first prize and sweep- the lower house of congress, and Is
stakes against the world at the St. one of the brightest and brainiest
Louis exposition.
The value placed men in the United States. Regardless
on this animal by the express com- of party, politics,
position or what
pany was $2,250 The two others are not, he is a fine speaker, and besides
from the same establishment at Smith that has something to say.
ton. Mr. Burge had the three expressed to Rosweil at a cost of $280. He CITIZENS OPPOSE NEW
will keep them at his stock farm east
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE BILL.
of town.
A bill in the legislature that threatens to make a law to the effect that
To Resume Fraud Cases.
all fees received by the Justices of
11.
Shawnee, Okla., March
The the peace in the territory be paid to
regrand
federal
jury will
the county treasurer and each justice
sume the investigation of the charges of the peace receiyes an annual salary
Bentley,
against
J.
Martin
of fraud
of $200. At present the justice of the
a former Indian agent, who is alleg- peace receives no salary, but is entied to have caused the removal of the tled to the fees of his office. The new
Kickapoo Indians to Mexico in order law would be a "snap for justices reto get their lands in Oklahoma on siding in thinly populated precincts
the market.
and have only a case or two a year,
o
but on men like Roswell's Justice,
Presbyterians Meet Tonight.
who have to keep an office and work
The annual congregational meeting ten or twelve hour per day, it would
of the Roswell Presbyterian church be poor compensation; so poor, in
will be held tonight at 7:30 at the fact that no one could be induced to
church.
As business of importance take it who would do the work prois to be transacted, there will no perly. Roswell's Justice, A. J. Welter
doubt be a large attendance.
today circulated a petition to the legislature asking that it turn down the
Even the Pullmans are "Bum."
bill. He presented it to a majority
F. Dl Bull, representing the Graham of the business men of Roswell and
Paper Company, of St. Louis, came only one man refused to sign it. The
in on the train that arrived at 2 a. m. one refusal was based on a lack of
Saturday, filled with disgust at the knowledge of the bill.
train service of the Pecos Valley &
He was SIX MAINE CITIES
North Eastern railroad.
"sore" even at the Pullman company,
HOLDING ELECTIONS.
for the reason that although their
Portland, Me., Mar. 10. In six cicar had vacant berths, none could be ties of Maine elections were held tomade down for him because it had day. They are Biddeford,
Augusta.
no supply of clean linen.
Bangor, Belfast, Oldtown and Brewer. National political lines were gen$1.00 for erally drawn in the local elections,
EGGS FOR HATCHING
15 from our pen of White Leghorns, and in view of the campaign waged
that holds world's record of 208 eggs by the Republicans and Democrats
per hen per year. Roswell Poultry the past few years to gain supremaYards,' east side of Fair Grounds, or cy in the cities, many close contests,
Cash Grocery, phone No, 351.
8tf are exepcted.
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MEMBER ASSOCIATED
The name "Gallagher" In Saturday's dispatch from Santa Fe should
bave been "Gallegas." But die bill
went through just as though it had
been Gallagher.
As the public official who started

CHAPLAIN BATEMAN, OF THE
8. ARMY, TELLS OF HIS RE- CENT VISIT TO THE
INSTITUTE.

toilet.

PRESS.

low. It is time to stand up and be
counted. It is time to know if legislation useful to the Territory is to
be killed and neglected to "punish"

Pay ton Drug, Book

Stationery

those members refusing to aid an unholy alliance, and if this is to be the
case it is time to know the men who
are going to do it .So far it is the
"Republican organization" which is
doing these things and for which
these things are done. Instead of
backing the efforts of the honest man
who has been honored as Governor,
it is doing all that it can to embarrass him. These are things to remember, and the day of retribution
will come not yet, but soon. Silver
City Independent ( Dem.)

NO FINER SCHOOL

&

Company.

Two doors North of

Joyce-Prn-

Co.

lt

.

Our

line of seasonable
goods we find we are fully
fixed to meet your wants.

"CEPHAS "C. BATEMAN,

Act of Congresa of March 8, 1879

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
,

.

Roswell.

INSTITUTE

Editor

RoawaU. N. M.. under

and profitable state Institution at
"I remain, sir, in grateful" apprecla
tion of your courtesies: extended to
me during my recent visit to the his
toric city of Santa Fe.
"Very respectfully;
l&r

nEED4)FTHf:
Articles

"Chaplain Artillery Corps, U. S. A.'
Telegraph News in Brief.
Waco, Tex.. March 11. Hundreds
of visitors are hi Waco today for the
annual meeting of the Texas Commercial and Job Printers' : association
and the quarterly 'session of the Central Texas Press asociation. The con
ventions will last .through tomorrow
and the delegates will be handsomely
entertained by the local newspaper
men and job printers.
San Francisco, Cal.-- March 11.
The first new theater of the first class
to be buidt in San Francisco since
the earthquake will be formally open
ea tnis evening by the Henry W. Savage Opera company In "Madame But
terfly."
New Orleans, La.. March 11. The
Louisiana grand lodge of the Knights
of Honor convened in annual session
here today, with a large attendance
of members from all parts of the state
London, March 11. Final arrange
ments are being made today by London and Paris financial houses for
issuing the new Japanese conversion
loan. The amount is $115,000,000 at
5 per cent.
Kansas City, Mo., March 11. Harry
H. Allen, charged with misappropriat
ing $7,000 while treasurer of the lo
cal branch of Shriners, will be placed
on trial in the criminal court today.
Knoxville, Tenn., March 11. Wheth
er Knoxville shall be controlled by the
wets or the "drys" is the issue be
ing fought out at the polls today. A
hot campaign has been waged by both
sides during the past few weeks and
several big rallies have been held by
the temperance people, who claim a
certain victory. A number of negroes
alleged to have been illegally register
ed by the saloon men have been arrested.
Atlantic City, N. J., March 11
Work 'began today on the paving of
Atlantic ave., long popularly known
among visitors at this resort as the
"muddiest street in the United States
It is expected that the work will be
completed by August 1.
Philadelphia, Harch 11. A conven
tion of the Presbyterian brotherhood
of Pennsylvania began today in With
erspoon hall, with scores of religious
workers and prominent laymen from
all parts of the state in attendance.

In Lawn and Garden
Tools, Hose Sprinklers,
Garden Sprayers, Wheelbarrows and all the things
that SPRING calls for.
PRICES RIGHT AND OUR li EFUTATTON FOR QUALITY

y
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P.

Lewis,

Hardware Co.

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

The Chaplain Tells of the Efficiency
of the Faculty, and of the Bearing
More Money is
of the Cadets.
which the machine was trying to
Urgently
Needed to Care for the
work through.
Increasing Demands Upon the Cament Co. should be covered up.
The machine leaders tried to trump
pacity of the Institute.
up a charge of this kind against GovWashington.
ernor Hagerman at
Mr. Spiess has heretofore shown
where they represented that he put
great ability to drag out bills from
through the Pennsylvania Develop
committees and get them promptly
ment company deal, when they seem
before the council, when be wanted
to nave credited tne general govern- to do so. Why doesn't he yank out
The following
letter rement with tne same lack of general hording the New interestins
Let us furnish you one for your home, enjoy the evening
bill? He claims HONESTY, COURAGE AND BRAINS Intelligent
the
In- Mexico
Military
n-nnw
with
hM
to be for it.
with your family while listening to the greatest operatic
an3
"A man must be honest in the first parently credit the people of New scuuie ai itoswen nas Deea received
popular sinerers, the greatest quartettes, orchestras, bands
place: but that by itself is not Mexico, but the officials at Washing - by Councilman J. O. Cameron of the
soloists, and greatest entertainers of every sort in the world!
When men avail themselves of the enough. No matter how good a man ton. after examining the records In Twelfth District from Chanlain r
assistance of villians, they regard is. if he is timid he cannot accom- the Pennsylvania company matter. C.
S.
SanMilitary
U.
Bateman,
of
the
them with the same feelings as they plish much in the world. There is found that it had been nramnseri. ac
do venemous creatures which they only a very circumscribed sphere of cepted, signed, closed and the money "arium at Fort Bayard. It is timely
employ for their poison and gall. usefulness for the timid good man. paid over, before Governor Hagerman especially because the
So, besides being honest, a man has had even Teceived his appointment.
When their purpose is accomplished
Assembly
is considering
they detest their rascality. Plutarch. got to have courage, too. And these A part of the consideration had been Legislative
for the maintenance
two itogether are not enough. No mat- given to the territory in the form of aDnrooriations
Md extension of the institute. The
ter how brave and honest he is, if
will have their names, with those of
promissory note for ten thousand letter reads, says the New Mexican :
Roswell people should be the last he is a natural born fool, you can do adollars,
separate
their children placed on
deeds,
which
had
and
the
any
"I take the liberty of submitting.for
in the Territory to be accused of
with him. Honesty first; then been executed and signed under Ha- - your
little
cards in the name wheel. The same
special interest in the passage of an courage: then brains, and all are in- german's predecessor, were put up as gainedconsideration, some imDressions
placed
number of cards will be
in a
during my recent visit as an
act. They have settled dispensable. We have no room in a security
number wheel, and a child will then
note.
When
note
the
the
Infor
Military
at
unofficial
lecturer
the
locally,
the matter for themselves
healthy community for either the
draw simultaneously from each wheel
LAWYER
due a representative of the Pen stitute at Roswell. I do this with
and will continue to prohibit gam knave, the fool, the weakling, or the came
first a number an dthen a name. The
company
nsylvania
presented
great
himself
pleasure
I
reason
the
for
that
legisla
bling regardless of what the
coward. Theodore Roosevelt.
lucky
owners
Qarst
of
first
the
B'ld'g.
numbers
Roswell. N, M.
at the executive office; tendered the found so much to commend and noth- ture does or does not do.
drawn will be given the first choice
ten thousand dollars In lawful money ing to condemn. The matters that call
drawing
con
of
allotments.
will
The
and demanded the note, together with for improvement do not lie within the
BOOSTING EDUCAtinue until Friday, when the names
It looks now as if the legislature
TION FROM THE TOP. the deeds which had been hypothe- - power or province of the faculty, as
pass
of all Indians not appearing before
to
not
intend
does'
Fe
at Santa
security, and the gover- - will be shown in the concluding para- cated
Saturday
Evening
its
for
Post.
noon of that day will be drawn. The
measure. They are
an
publicist nor, acting upon me counsel oi nis graphs or this letter.
That's
filings will begin two weeks from to
R. E LUND
juggling with too many bills at once,
legal advisor, and the knowledge of
in- informally
to
occasion
took
"i
lays
George
fol
down
Ade,
11.
the
Mr.
Ky.,
Louisville,
The new day and fifty will be accepted each
March
so that every member can get on
the national officials accepted the spect the daily life and work of this Clayton hotel at Third
day,
sts.,
and Main
thus requiring about
lowing law of philanthropic efficiency money and released the securities, institution and can heartily state that
LAWYER
record as voting for an
act without actually taking the re "Lf you want to boost get under This is all the foundation there is for the people of this commonwealth one of the finest in Kentucky, was days to complete the allotment. Mem
formally
opened to the public today. bers of the tribe will not be allowed
Specialty nininjt Law
sponsibility of passing one.
Mr. Rockefeller's record the charge which Messrs. Bursum, have at Roswell a military school in
neath.'
11.
Denver. Col.,
March
United to sell or trade their chances and
Company, brought against which they may take a just pride.
Holt &
Navajo
Block. - - 324 N. Main.
millions tne
breaking gift of thirty-tw&
Benjamin
nummust file in accordance with the
Tillman
Senators
governor with such a flourish of
"The personnel of the faculty could States
Why such activity to pass a bill in a lump to the General Education
M. LaFolIette will be the prin bers drawn and assigned to them
Robert
nouse
a
tne
in
few
or
higher
scarcely
or
sensationalism
be
finer. Col
during the present drawing.
speakers at the Interstate
to allow Mr. Bursum to settle his ac Board naturally reminds us of the days
ago. Tne same charge, upon Willson is an ideal siperlntendtent cipal
o-Texas
Chautauqua, to be held at
During the last week the Osages
counts? His friends say he is not dictum'. This brings the total of Mr the same foundation,
was
preferred
position
responsible
and
as
fills
his
guilty, and he returned the $6,500
Boulder. The session will open July have been the hosts at the annual gagovernor
against
Washington,
only
the
at
rate
a
first
scholar
and
soldier
gifts
educational
Rockefeller's
PANS1ES IN ALL COLORS
4, and continue six weeks.
The sum- thering and dance of the Indians of
lust because he is a good fellow and purposes up to eightyformillions. Mr. a short time ago, when the men who could fill it. He is supported by
likes to be accommodating. The Re Carnegie is only a few laps in the did it got themselves laughed at for group of officers who, without excep mer school lecturers include Presid- the territory, their guests including
Ready Now.
publican party says he is not guilty rear,
ent G. Stanley Hall of Clark universi- the Poncas, Otoes, Kaws, Pawnees,
and a complete census of the their pains. The trick having failed tion, are par excellence. All are de ty, Worcester, Mass.; and other dis- Cheyennes and Arapahoes.
ALAMEDA
GREEN HOUSES.
and put him at the head of their
would show a considerabl in Washington, tne machine leaders serving of special and honorable men tinguished educators.
affairs.
Telephone 184.
undertook to try it on the people of tion. but I would refer by name to
population bearing gifts.
Savannah, Ga., March 11. Wallace
HOUSE BILL NO. 72.
Practically all this money is pour New Mexico, but it has already failed Count Martini, a former officer in the
Masterson,
arrested here in connect-tioas
army
flatly
here,
Captain
as
before
and
the
it
great
failed
Italian
Barlow
top.
to
on
it
out
ed
bulk
of
The
Now that the land sale business is goes
Lottery
com
with
the Honduras
An Act Relating to Public Highways.
for education of the sort called federal government, and the. action of our regular army of the United pany prosecution
opened up, let there be a thorough "higher."
by federal officials
That is. it brings addition of the machine which was intended- States.
W. c. Held.
investigation. Let some one explain al opportunity
J. M. Herrrj.
given
will
preliminary
be
a
heann
goverto
be a withering insult to the
"To successfully apply military di
(Introduced by Hon. J. W. Mullins,
to those who already
why Mr. Hawkins paid only $3.00 enjoy
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goodly
measure
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rather
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first
read
per acre for 23.000 acres of the best portunity. Hardly at
Reid & Hervey
next month:
second times by title, ordered trans
all does it light est compliments that could have been the same time obtain the best aca for trial at Mobile
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for
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LAWYERS
tains, when his
Leiter, the famous- operator of th
Committee on Roads and HighThe boost is available onl bring conspicuously before the peo- who are one day to be officers in com Zeigler
the settlers from five to forty dollars portunity.
colliery, who was recently
ways.)
for those who are already up at lea3t pie of the territory the fact that he mand of armed men, it is extremely convicted
per acre for similar lands.
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone 531
of a violation of the state
adheres rigidly to the line of his essential that power shall be exerto the middle of the heap.
Building greater plants for "high duty, and also the additional and eqn- - cised by superiors whose personal mining laws because of the employ BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISwill not help the break ally complimentary fact that he en characters stand forth clear and ment of a mine examiner who had not
LATIVE
ASSEMBLY
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The gambling issue Is a burning er education"
by the state mining
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boy who works a
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Section 1. That the Session Laws
stay until the evil is eradicated. II the child who has nothing, but toils istration.
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he
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very
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to
regarding
But
question
the
main
attracted
attention
issue will be transferred to congress a cotton mill or glass factory. The the sale of these lands, and investi- - at once. I think I am entirely safe in storing powder in the Zeigler mine. Act relating to public highways" be
and the same is hereby amended, so
SPECIALIST.
next fall, and then to the polls. There rai lions are given by those who re gation would be of benefit to the ter- - saying that you will not find a finer and with constructing rooms in
as follows:
will be no halting and explainin main
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mine
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though
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simple
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subject to
"If
about this thing with the Democrats of their fathers that this is a land not be subject to recovery. That the in North America. In bearing, deport amount of damage sought is large
Hours: 9 to 12 a. ra. 2 to 4 p.
due notice of the place of work Office
in control of the legislature.
McKenzie, Tenn., March 11. The afterany
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formations, those
tunity. They finger the tangible re were sold too cheaply, that they were
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efficiency
point
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of
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and his
provided three days' notice has been
of the house have done the square in their own huge fortunes: but they plication of W. H. Andrews
Notice, Tree Planters.
Spanish descent were not a uit ers in attendance.
given him, it shall be the duty of the
and manly thing hi the prompt pass staunchly refuse to see other results associates, there is no doubt: and of
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world
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cases on the docket for some
We wish the General Education note of the Pennsylvania Develop- - one "day hear of the men who are eighty-eigh- t
have also played good politics in
of the peace of the plums, pears, cherries, shade trees
the March term of the United States county,justice
putting it squarely up to the council. Board would set aside a couple of ment company, was doing an unusual now boys under Colonel Willson at district
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thing,
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said justice of the peace to immediate
We are always glad to give credit
Now then with such a school, one today, seven are against Kansas men ly issue a summons for said delin St. Drop me a card. I will do the rest.
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also acted wisely in passing the
There might be more boosting from came into office. The territory stood stantly enlarging usefulness would ing to defraud the government in con other justice of the peace of the coun
three-cen- t
fare bill.
I regret to nection with final proofs on govern ty to answer for said tax in a civil
A special meeting of the Board of
committed.
Its rights were sismed be within easy reach.
underneath.
Among the defendants action, and that nothing shall be ex
say that the very opposite I found to ment land.
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County
Commissioners will be held
except
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Investigation does
There is practically are E. C. Wilson, clerk of the Morton empt from execution in said cases,
The effort to fix the responsibility be tne fact
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The parturient mountain has tra man, and the fact that the Bursum not to mention future possibilities
honest man ever feared an impartial vailed,
of Judge S H. Allen, ex asso part thereof,
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and the result is a very dim! machine
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upsomething
find
to
but
referred
held at Greenwood and Charleston,
the house deserve great credit for on which it can base a charge against th
nH nesmont Mnmir. least $50,000, and this sum should be
and sSmilar meetings will be held
this. The Record does not believe the governor as a punishment for hav tee will favor a heavy
soon
as
as
just
oouoiea
increase in the tial sum can be converted into the throughout the state by State Lectur
that It was passed merely to prevent ing frustrated another deal of the privilege tixesj on railroads,
Pullers H. W. Bradshaw; and A. M. Brown
Mr. Spiess of the council getting the same
facilities,
character, and! a worse one. man cars, street railway corporations necessary
- It Is expected that the movement will
somecredit. It is now up to the council.
hope
indulge
that
the
"I
comnan-and teleeranh and telenhone
l
result in an increase of at least 5,000
If they fail it will not be because they
os, in order to make up for the loss thing may be done and done quickly
popu- - members during the next two months
are not acquainted with the wishes
at
this
to
relieve
situation
the
revenues.
in saloon
of the people, fop every one knows
The Memphis charter bill, which
Congressman Discusses Peace.
that the sentiment of the people is
KIPLING'S HOME MADE
has met with the bitter opposition of
Cleveland, O., March 11. Congress
overwhelmingly for such an act. The
many
come
city,
will
of
citizens
that
man Theodore Burton will be the prin
gentlemen of the council should give
up again as soon as the legislature re
cipal speaker at the annual meeting
such tegislatioa as they
the people explain
somes
sessions,
is
its
and
stated
it
of the Congressional Club this even
the reason WHY.
demand or
that the friends of the measure now
ing, his subject being, "Prospects of
ave enough votes pledged to pass
Peace."
"Only comparatively few days reit. The opposition is now more deter
o
mined than ever, however,
and
main in which the 37th Legislative
Art
American
Exhibit.
;
LAND
HONDO
BEST
large crowd of Memphis business and
.Assembly can transact business. With
Kansas City, Mo., March 1L More
High
Stands
professional men will be on hand to
all the legislation of an Important
some
representing
100
paintings,
than
as the Alps in
FOR A FEW DAYS
oppose the charter bill.
character planned, K seems that this
work of representative
of
best
the
Quality
Investigation of the alleged "insur
cession will end without a thing
t
American artists, are on exhibition
$35.00 PER ACRE
ance combine" has developed that
accomplished in the way of needat
the Fine Arts show opened today
any
It
charged
are
higher
rates
than in
ed laws and law revision. When
Cream is made from
Ice
public library building.
Our
the
in
legislature
state,
session
this
predicted
the
and
was
that this
ether
the pure cream," and made
session, people
would be a
win attempt to remedy.
Osage Indian Land Lottery.
right in oar own store. It
scouted the Idea. They believed that
Guthrie.' Okla., March 11. The draw
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
is pure, wholesome and "irthey had elected a legislature comings for allotments by the Osage In
posed of business men who had the
resistibly delicious." You
at the Record Office.
dian tribe, known far and wide as the
best interests of the Territory at
never grow tired of eating it.
richest people of the world, began
heart, and would really accomplish
at noon today at Osage agency and
City property, improved farms, land
enough to pay the running expenses
will continue until Friday. Accord
in 1 acre block Joining City on the
303 NORTH TIAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
of the session. Raton Range (Rep.)
Sfor
Ki;!;n2's
ing to plans formulated by the allot
East, suitable for suburban home anal
ting
commission, all members of the
truck raising. Wood run & DeFreest,
tribe who report before noon today
opposite Postoffioe.
lOtf.
Tie life of the session is runalng

the land Investigation, Mr. Holt cannot afford to have it said that his
own connection with a deal similar
to that of the Pennsylvania Develop-
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160 ACRES

Ice Cream

fee-l- a
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Property.

.

I

Woodruff &
DcFrccst

0:iy

I

-

--

I

We have some fine
land in artesian belt,
well located, to exchange for Missouri,
Kansas or Oklahoma

I

Hell

0

grinding corn- as practiced ty tile bo
riglnese; the "pottery art of toe 'ancient Japanese, illustrated by natives
of the Flowery Kingdom; sheep shear
ing and the weaving of wool jtty the
old Greeks; Egyptian character writ
ing on papyrus; a reproduction of an
Araib trading place, and a, picture of
life in the far North, showing the
primitive method of making bone,
stone and wooden implements.
a conference will be
held dealing with the problem of child
labor, the principal speakers on the
program being the Rev. A. J. McKel-waassistant secretary of the nation
al child labor commission, and E. F.
Davies, state factory inspector of
"Risks in Industry," will be
-

HUMAN

RGSWELl

T rade Directory

GREED

w

KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us for
Lumber,
Shingles, etc We treat
Recently es-- you right. East 4th St.

Dye Works.

Abstracts.
TITLE & TRUST CO.
(Incorporated)
Reliable abstracts.
Phone 320.
CARLTON & BELL.
Most complete
set abstract books In Pecos Valley.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
ROSWELL

K.

DYE WORKS:

C.

taDiisnea nere. Cleaning and press
ing, worn acme ly expenencea
hands.

ITS

Life Insurance.
T. BLAND FORD.
Repre
sentative of the Mutual Benefit of
Newark. N. J. The Mutual Benefit
furnishes insurance at cost.

GEORGE

Electricians.

Electrical
GUNSTJL.
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO BERNARD
'phone
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and Contractor. 303 N. Main,
4t2t.
prompt.
Mens' Furnishers.
141. Agent General Electric Co. All
work.
E.
H.
& CO. The only
WILLIAMS
kinds of electric
exclusive Men's Furnishers in the
Architects.
Pecos Valley.
Furniture Stores.
J. M. NELSON & OLIVER C. NEL
SON. Let us draw your plans. Ok DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
Notary Public.
4t26
lahoma Block, 'phone 338.
line of furniture in Kosweu. Bee us
FRED
BECK. City Clerk. Notary
J.
for Refrigerators.
city
hall corner 2nd and
Public,
Butcher Shops.
W. W. OULu. Everything from a
Richardson ave.
knitting
elephant,
needle
to
an
also
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats Furniture and Hardware.
Office with R. L.
J. R. COTHRAN.
staple and fancy groceries.
and T. H. Malone. over First NaKeeps noth
U. S. MEAT MARKET.
tional Bank. PPhone 262.
Fire Insurance.
lng but the best. Quality oiii
a.
L. and T. H. M ALONE. Office
motto.
Photographers.
over First National Bank. PPhone
MARKET.
THE SACRAMENTO
262. Let us protect your property. HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the against fire.
First class photographs, enlargeplace to buy your meat.
ments, and views.

Grocery Stores.

Bake Shops.

Painters

&

THE

WESTERN

GROCERY

.Chicago, March 11. "America the
land where blood is transformed into
gold and human bodies and human
lives are cheaper than dollars." This
startling arraignment of American in
dustrial methods, made recently by
a prominent German newspaper, is
perhaps one part prejudices, growing
out of the increasing commercial- supremacy of the United States- over
Germany; and one part bold, bald
truth. The doubter has only to visit
the Chicago industrial exposition,
which opened this morning in Brooke
Casino, to find proof of the statement
of the Teutonic critic. Sweatshops,
where men, women and chilren live
and die miserably like rates in holes;
murderous machinery which daily
claims its daily toll of victims; and
all the monstrous Juggernauts of AmThere are statiserican "progress."
tics, too, showing that every minute
year
every
day,
in and year out,
of
the life of some workingman or woman or child 18 sacrificed to greed in
this happy land where human bodies

Paper Hangers.

CO.

Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.

THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires,
,
horse shoeing. wheelwork,
plow-work-

ROSWELL

ELECTRIC

LIGHT CO.
Phone

The best light and power.
131 and 150.

ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
Racket Store.
All kinds of and Wood. We buy hides.
blackamlthlng and wood work. ROSWELL TRADING CO.
RACKET
STORE. Dealer in
THE
Coal.
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my Hay,
Notions, China,
graniteware and
and Grain. Always the best
specialty.
cooking utensils.
126.
East

and tire setting.

T. M. RABB'S SHOP.

Second St.., Phone

Book Store.

Harness & Saddlery.

INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat J. F. PATTERSON.
Manufactures!
est books, stationery and periodithe finest line of leather goods in
cals.
the Pecos Valley.

Hardware Stores.

Halls.

l

Real Estate.
COOPER & MILLICE. Real
Room 8. Texas Block.
CARLTON & BELL. Do the
real estate business in the
you are in the market to
sell, see us.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell
on 5 per cent commission.

Estate,
largest

city. If
buy or

ar

Hotels.

THE GILKESON: Roswell's new
Shoe Stores.
hotel, rooms with private bath. All THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
One exclusive shoe store. Peters and
accommodations first class.
THE ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS
Block West of Postoffice.
CIGAR CO. Most complete line ci
Stetson shoes our specials.
gars in the city.
European
HOTEL.
EL CAPITAN
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c. One
Second Hand Stores.
block west of depot.
Candy Store.
MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
CENTRAL
HOTEL: New Dealer in new and second hand
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest! GRAND
management.
De-&
Woodruff
goods.
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci
Centrally1
largest.
Freest. Best and
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
ly located.
New and second
hand furniture,
N. Main.
Hills & Rogers.
Department Stores.
Jewelry Stores.
Prop. Phone 69.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry goods, HARRY MORRISON.
leading
The
MAKIN'S
HAND STORE.
clothing, groceries and ranch sup-- i and exclusive jeweler. Watches, Highest SECOND
prices paid for second
plies.
Diamond jewelry, rich Cut Glass
Hand goods. Phone 227.
and hand painted China.
Goods,
Dry
CO.
Clothing, Groceries, etc. The larg- L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's (best
Tailors.
est supply house in the Southwest jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand HAMILTON BROS. Goods called for
Wholesale and Retail.
painted China, diamonds, etc.
and delivered. Phone 224.

Cigar Stores.

museum;

2

T

Transfers.

Lumber Yards.

Drug Stores.

LUMBER CO. JOE TORI AN. The Reliable Trans
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce fer man. Down town phone 224. Res

PECOS

VALLEY

DRUG & JEWELRY CO.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All ment, paints, varnish and glass.
idence phone 426.
things
ROSWELL
LUMBER CO.
Oldest
Undertakers.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for)
for drags, wall paper, paints, var- all kinds of building materials and DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pripaint.
nish.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
ROSWELL

HOUSE BILL NO. 58.
An Act Relative to Bounties on Wild
Animals.

(Introduced by Hon. Roque Herrera.
February, 8, 1907, read first and
second times by title, ordered trans
lated and printed and referred to
Committee on Finance.)
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY
OF THE
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO:
Section 1. That Chapter 77, of the
Laws of 1905, be and the same is

hereby amended so as to read as follows:
The several boards of county
In the Territory of New
Mexico, are hereby authorized and
directed to levy annually a special
tax on all horses, burros .mules, bovine cattle, sheep and goats, that may
toe found In their respective counties
to any amount not to exceed eight
mills on the dollars on the assessed
value thereor, for the purpose of raising money with which to pay bounties for the killing of wild animals.
Such special tax shall he levied for
.

.

e

HOUSE BILL. NO. 97.
An Act to Abolish the Provisions for
Employment of "A Public Printer"
and Repealing Section 2611, 2612,
2613 and 2614 of Compiled Laws of
1897.

.

,

--

Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

KBiiiy
i

LUMBER

(Introduced by B. Ruppe, February
18. 1907.
Read first and second
time by title ordered translated,
and printed and referred to Com- mitte on Printing.)
.

BE IT ENACTED

CO;

BY THE

ASSEMBLY-

TERRITORY

Before YouBujV)
v

Chicago

commons;

-

OF

LEGIS---LATIV-

E

THE

OF NEW MEXICO:

.Section 1. Sections 2611, 2612, 2613
and 2614 of the Compiled Laws of
New Mexico, and all other acts relative to the employment of a public
printer and all acts In conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
Sec S. This act snail be in force
and effect" from 'and after its passage.
.

LOANED

North-

and
For

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

ioration.

To-Nig-

ht

S

Overture.
Glutton Taken for a Thief.

Custom Officials.
Modern Brigandage.
Song, "Waiting Your
ing Day by Day."

Com--

'

Overture.

Two Brave Children.
Song, "Bunker Hill."
9. Rescued in Mid Air.
10. Exit March.
7.
8.

Complete Change of

Program

MONDAYS &

THURSDAYS
ADMISSION

lOcts.
No Reserved Seats

'

Blood Tax.

America's

Statistics are usually dry and uninteresting, but those compiled by the
promoters of the industrial exposition
emphasizing with terrible horror and
detail the nation's blood tax, are not
in this category. These figures show
that in all lines of industry in America from three to twenty times a?
many

workmen

killed

and Injured

as there are among a similar number
of workmen engaged in similar industries in England and continental Europe. Every year a half million American workmen are sacrificed more
that twice the number of men killed
during the Civil war, the bloodiest
conflict in all history.
On the railroads of the country
employees are killed
alone twenty-siand 237 are injured every day in the
year e. total of nearly 10,000 killed
and 90,000 injured during the past
year.
The comparison between the
number of workmen and passengers
killed on the railroads Is startling.
The figures show that one out of every 370 of the railroad employees of
the United States is killed and one.
is injured
out of every twenty-eigh- t
every year, while among the passengers only one out of every million and
a half Is killed and these are mainly
among the poorer classes who are for
ced to ride in chair cars. In England
as many railroad emonly
ployees are killed as in the United
States, according ' to the number engaged, while in German and ' other
continental countries the percentage
Is "even smaller.
Man Killing Machinery.
''Caught in the machinery" te the
usual cause assigned in factory casualties, and In nearly every case It is
the correct one. The death dealln
x

one-fift- h

For the

Children
two
Matinees Mon. and
Sat. 3- p. .rrt..
-

man-eat-

tion's factories. Nearly a quarter of
a million men are annually killed or
maimed each year in the factqci of
the United States, and it is
that nearly all could have :beenfaS,,
by the use of safety devices. Accord
tag to these figures a greater hero
than the man who goes to war is the
factory worker, risking Ms life a doz
en time where the soldier risks death
once.

.

(VIET WITH

DISAST ER t!
THE

!

;

.

:

:

BAND

WAGON

FORCED TO

CRY FOR QUARTER
The miner is another laborer who
LAST. WEEK.
faces appalling odds and daily flirts
with death. In the fifteen states of
the union where records are kept of
mine casualties .nearly 10,000 miners
were killed or Injured last year. In
a few states laws for protection of the
miners are stringently enforced, but HOW IT WAS ALL DONE
in most of them mining still remains
the most hazardous of occupations,
the victims adding to the sinister
procession of a half .million American workingmen who
march
to untimely graves, sacrificed to human greed and cupidity.
Gallegos Tries His Hand as a Leader
o
and Soon Puts Holt to Rout. The
Record Crowd at Institute Sunday.
Land Investigation Committee Pro-- "
recwas
declared to be the
ceeding Slowly, and a Report May
What
Be Made This Afternoon.
ord crowd attended the Sunday after
noon dress parade at the Military Institute yesterday. At least 300 people were present to witness the imceremony.
pressive
The features
were escorting the flag, parade and in
spection. In conformity with the deSanta Fe, N. M., March 11.
sire of the management, a great maThe band wagon met with disaster
ny of the gentlemen who attend the
parades are beginning to observe the last week and the leaders of the
custom of removing their hats when band wagon forces were reduced to
"Star Spangled Banner" is played. the extremity of crying for quarter.
from
This is a custom always observed at Gallegos, the representative
Wes Point and in military cer&mo Quay county, who has been following
nies generally, and it is quite appro- the band wagon leaders from the be-priate that the people of Roswell inning of the session and who has
show their respect to the flag on these been receiving very little considera
tion at the hands of Holt, the
occasions in a similar manner.
czar of the house, couclud
o
ed to try his hand at leadership last
AN OLD RESIDENT BACK
FROM THE FAR EAST. week and selected a bill which was
Tom Long, Jr., who Is spending introduced on January 29. by Hudtwo or three weeks in Roswell has speth, an act providing a maximum
of three cents a mie for passen
just returned from a sojourn of six rate
years in the Philippine Islands and ger fares in the territory of New Mex
China, and is an old resident of Ros- ico, and which had been In the hands
for
well, known to all the Old Timers. He of the committee on railroads prosis here looking after his farm of 4S0 more than five weeks with no measof getting a report on the
acres on the Hondo and city property pect
in various parts of the town; and will ure, as the bill which he would try
probably remain ten more days. He to pass. He quietly canvassed the
House and obtained promises from
".s a guest at the Grand Central.
of the members to support
Tom Long, Jr., came to Roswell
with his father, Tom Long, sr., and the bill. He copied the Hudspeth
family in the year 1882. The elder bill and introduced it at the afterLong then owned a big ranch on the noon session of the house last Friday.
The bill was read a first and second
Hondo and the 480 acre tract now
held by the younger man of that name time under the rules and then Gallegos
moved to suspend the rules and
is only a part of the original; but it
is under the Hondo reservoir, and have the bill read a third time preparatory to its passage. Holt wanted
much more valuable.
It will be remembered that Tom the bill read for information and
Long Jr., was married ten years ago when this had been done he moved.
to Susan Timoney, a Roswell girl, as an amendment to Gallego-s- motion
the daughter of Col. Timoney, of Ros that the bill be referred to the com
well, the wedding occurring In Salt mittee on railroads, of which Beach
Lake City. It will also be rememb- is the chairman. As the Hudspeth
ered that the senior Tom Long diei bill had been in this committee for
some years ago. Mrs. Long and one more than a month Gallegos did not
daughter now live in Philadelpnla, want his bill referred to that com
Pennsylvania, where Roswell's pres mittee and so the amendment was
ent visitor will go after finishing hiF voted down by a vote of 6 ayes to 16
stay here. One brother, Les. M. Lone nays, Abbott, of Santa Fe, Abbott, of
is in Alaska,, where he struck it rich Colfax, Beach, Green, Holt and Stod-!evoting aye. Holt saw that 'here
about two years ago and since then
s
of the entire house in
has made $200,000 in the frozen gold was
fields. Tom Long, Jr., will join the favor cf the bill and fillibusferlng was
comenmced
but to no avail. Motions
He ha?
lucky brother this summer.
enough of the Orient, although he to postpone consideration of the bill,
has no words of censure for the take a recess, to adjourn and to make
far East, and speaks with evident in- the bill a snecial order were voted
terest and pleasure of his six years' dow. but Abbott. Beach, Holt an!
Studley explained their votes and talk
stay in the land of the rising sjn.
ed against time to no avail. Beach
o
nlead for time to read the bill, a copy
Pirates Leave Sunday.
which he had had in his possession
Pittsburg, Pa., March 9. The Pitts of
burg Pirates of the National league for more than a month and bywhich
any
be read and understood
will leave tomorrow on their training could
Holt, who p.
in two minutes.
trip to Hot Springs, Arkansas, being one
rushed the district
as usual one of the last of the teams an ally of Beach,
thro-igthe first week
to get away for the South. Owing to attorney bill
the session without It having been
the fact that Fred Clarke will again of
manage the team the Smoky City printed or referred, asked the support
Gallegos bill to be fair.
He
fans are again cherishing champion- ers of not
see the necessity for rushship aspirations, despite the bitter me could
through
before
ing
the
house
the bill
mories of the drubbings the Pirates
received at the hands of the Cubr its legal aspects could be considered.
attorrailroad
In
a
like
talked
he
last season. It is likely that wher neyfact
pleading a case for a railroad.
the season opens Manager Clarke
will cover the left field, but if he de- Abbott of Santa Fe, saw no reason for
to
cides not to do so Tommy Leach will haste in the matter, but Kuppe atprovided whom Abbott, when the district
be given the position,
Storke, the Amherst college acquisi- torney bill was before the house, retion is able to hold down third perma marked that he had better "get on the
nently. The pitching squad includes band wagon," said that there were 17
Willis. Phillips, Leever, Hilderbrand. votes for the passage of the bill and,
Ieifield, Brady, Camnitz and others. turning to Abbott, said: "Get on the
The team is weak in catchers, Gibson band wagon."
After having delayed action on the
and Phelps comprising the staff, as
folPeitz has been sold to the Ixi'iisville bill for two hours. Holt and his wagThe lowers, the remnant of the band
cf the American Association.
infield is admittedly one of the best on bunch, were cut off from further
on delay by the previous question find
in the league, with Joe Nealson
fir3t. Abbaticchio, the former Boston the final vote was taken on the bill.
Star, on second; Storke or Leach on It resulted in 18 ayes and 3 nays, and
passed.
third and Hans Wagner, the great, the .bill was declared
Gallegos has undoubtedly secured
at short. Clymer and Hallam' are
certainties for the out-- field posit- several of the former followers of
ions. Great strength is expected to Holt and he is likely to keep them.
be added to the batting department One of the best speeches made in sup
by Abbaticchio, who was secired port of the bill was made by Sanchez,
from Boston in exchange for Pitcher of Taos, who thought that there ought
Flaherty, Second Baseman Ritchey, 'o be some legislation during the session for the benefit of the people.
and Center fielder Beaumont.
The Investigation which ts going
Detroit Team to Georgia.
on as to the connection of Governor
Detroit, Mich., March 9. The
with the land deal by
the last of the American league Hagerman
teams to go South, leave for their which the Pennsylvania Development
training quarters at Augusta, Ga., to- Company secured title to between
day. Hugh Jennings, formerly a star 7,000 anil 8,000 acres of valuable land
player with the Baltimores and Brook was still In progress at end of the
lyns, will manage the team this sea- week and the resolution which was
son. Wild Bill Donovan, Killian, Do- introduced by Hudspeth on Thursday
nahue, Eubanks, Seiver and Mullin morning was still in the hands of the
report
comprise the pitching staff. Schmidt committee on judiciary.. A
and Payne will again officiate behind was expected by some from the comthe plate. Rossman, formerly with mittee appointed to investigate the
the Clevelands, will play first, Dutch land matters last week, but none was
Sharer will continue at second, Bill made as the investigation was not
It is rumored that a reCoughlin at third and O'Leary at complete.
Matty Mclntyre, Davy Jones port will be made this afternoon when
short.
the the house convenes at 3 o'clock.
and Sam Crawford will occupy
This investigation will serve as a
outer garden. Mclntyre is considered
one of the best outfielders in the bu- pretext for a complete exposure of
siness and several eastern club own- the land deals which have 'been made
ers have offered $7,500 for his re- within the past six years and when
it is all ready for publication It will
lease.
make some of the most interesting
o
reading which the people of New Mex
Real Estate Transfers.
The following deeds have been fil- ico have had the opportunity to read
ed for record in the office of Probate for some time.
The committee will use every effort
Clerk and Recorder, F. P. Gayle:
Edward C. Miller to A. N. Miiler to put Governor Hagerman In a bad
light but the evidence
which they
& Company, for $1 and other considerations a third interest in lot 26, Save to work upon will not serve
block 12, Hagerman, and a half inter- their purpose if they use it as It is
given. Governor Hagerman's connecest in lot 25, 'block 12. Hagerman.
Charles D. Thompson and wife to tion with this deal will bear the closNathan Jaffa, for $1 and other valu- est scrutiny.
o
able consideration, lot 1, block 44,
Announcement baa been received
West Side Addition to Roswell
Kate B. McGaffey to Porter C. Corn here of the birth of a girl at the ho.ne
of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Shaver, In Kanell, for $2,025, forty acres ra
and forty shares in the Rio Hondo sas City. Mr. Shaver was formerly
Reservoir Water Users' .Association. in the hardware business in Roswell
L. K. McGaffey to Wm. Fenimore, and both he and Mrs. Shaver have
for $3,125, a tract of 250 acres in sec- many friends here who will be Interested in this bit of sews.
tions 11 and
John A. Thatcher and wife to Elza
Horses and mules bought and sold.
White, for $10,000, a tract of 1,555.83
Woodruff & DeFreest, opposite the
acres ta
and 6. 8, 9,
J
...... Mtfc
Postoffice. It. '11, and
two-third-

western University settlement; Neigh
borhood house; Chicago Tuberculosis
institute; Chicago Geographic Society Building and Loan Man,
Illinois Woman's Trade Union league
and the Illinois Consumers' league.
Many Prominent Speakers.
IN PATTERSONS
NEW HARNESS STORE
A great mass meeting for the promo
tion of the cause to which the exposition is devoted was held yesterday complete reproductions of the expoafternoon, and the exhibition at the sition of Industrial Conditions recentBrooke Casino was formally opened ly held in Philadelphia and the Expothis morning with a conference on
of Industrial Hygiene and Safe"The Church Industry," arranged by sition
ty Devices given in New York in Janthe Rev. Harry F. Ward. Nearly all uary
the American Institute of
the clergymen of the city were pre- Social by
Service.
sent, and addresses were delivered
Sweat Shop Horrors.
by Charles P. Neill, United States
Perhaps the most interesting exhicommissioner of labor; John Mitchell
president of the United Mine Work- bition to the general public, since it
ers of America, and L. P. Straube, most directly affects the public welsecretary of the United Printing fare and health, is that of the sweat
Trade Council. This evening there shop horrors.veryIn bare filthy, squalid
air breeding pestiwill be held a tableaux of primitive rooms, the
industry, depicting the early art of lence, the workers of the sweated
industries are shown. Old men and
women and little children are to be
seen, engaged in occupations which
shorten
destroy their vitality and
their lives, working long hours for a
pitiwith
which,
meager pittance by
ful economy, .they are enabled to drag
out their miserable existence. Most
of these are engaged in the clothing
industry, the average wage being
from one to three dollars a week.
THEATRE
Basement bakeries, where bread and
pastry are made under the worst posC.
F.
NELMS,
Manager
sible sanitary conditions, are also reproduced and the exhibition is sufficient to turn the stomach and sick--TWO SHOWS DAILY"
en the heart of the most hardened.
Never before have the conditions surthese workers of the under8j15 p. m. rounding
7j15
ground dens of industry been so faith
fully depicted and the revelation is
expected to speedily result in a widespread public demand for their amelProgram

spell-binde- rs

Ifouldingrs, Sash,' Doors,
Oak, Ash,; Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypres, .,
Poplar, Basawood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Planter, Glass, Plate,

$200,000

Majestic

the years 1907 and 1908, and there- when canceled to be returned to the
after not to exceed four mills for any owner.
one year shall be levied and collec- in Sec. 2. All acts and parts of acts
conflict with this act are hereby
ted, in the manner provided by law repealed,
and this act shall take effor the collection of other county tax fect and be in full force and
effect
es, and paid into the county treas- from and after its passage.
ury a "Wild Animal Bounty Fund,"
Chicago Speaking Campaign.
to be used exclusively for the payChicago, HI., March 9. The Repubment of bounties for the killing of lican
speaking campaign, under the
wild animals, at the following rate: auspices
of the county committee,
For each coyote, wild cat or lynx, will be inaugurated
tonight and two
three dollars: for each gray wolf or meetings will be held
each evening
lobo, twenty dollars; panther or mount hereafter, so
the candidates on
tain lion, ten dollars: Provided, how- - i the city ticket that
will reach each of the
ever,
That no application for wild j thirty-fivbefore election day.
antmat bounty snau De approved or Among thewards
who will take
paid under the provisions of this act part In the speakers
campaign are Senator
unless there are funds in the "Wild Shelby M. Cullom,
Attorney General
Animal Bounty Fund" with which to William H. Stead, Secretary
of State
pay the same:
Provided, further. James A. Rose and the
Illinois
That each applicant must present the delegation in congress. entire
The Demoentire skin of each gray wolf, lobo, crats have also engaged the
services
panthfer, bear or mountain lion to of many prominent
orators to come
the probate clerk and
clerk to the support of Mayor
Dunne,
and
of the Board of County Commission the
of both parties will
ers, as now provided by law, to be be constantly spouting
oratory during
properly canceled "before Ills claim the next few weeks. Present
appearwill be filed. Said skins to be can ances apparently
Dunne in the
celed in such manner as not to de coming battle of favor
ballots, but the restroy their marketable value, and sult is yet in doubt.

See Our

n

'

s

JOYCE-PRUI-

with
considered tomorrow evening,
Mayor E. F. Dunne the presiding officer, the speakers including Frank
Buchanan of the Structural Iron Work
ers' union on "Protected Machinery;"
Dr. iHenry Favill on "Occupational
Diseases, and Professor C. R. Hender
son on "Industrial Insurance."
Booker Washington to Speak.
A symposium on "Industrial Education" will be held Friday evening,
the speakers including Booker Washington of Tuskegee institute; Professor Felix Adler of the New York Society for Ethical Culture; Mary Wool-maof the Manhattan Trade School
for Girls, and Robert Wood of MassaThe
chusetts Industrial Committee.
problem of "Women in Industry" will
up
again be taken
on Saturday, and
the exhibition will close Sunday with
a meeting under the auspices of the
Chicago federation of labor and the
Illinois Woman's Trade Union League
While the purpose of the exposition
is to illustrate the terrible industrial
conditions under which millions of
Americans exist, it also points out the
remedy by showing in contrast the
modern and sanitary workshop where
lives are protected and the health
of the workers conserved by intelligent and humane methods. Side by
side are shown the good and the bad
of modern industry, in the hope of
arousing the public to demand that
the former be made supreme everyexhibition
where.
Devices are on
whereby the most dangerous machinery is rendered comparatively safe,
the exhibitions in this line including

are cheaper than dollars. Every year
according to these figures, the Moloch
of commercial greed demands a sacIt is the
rifice of 500,000 workers.
purpose of the exposition opened here
today to prove that this sacrifice is
useless and criminal and that a large
proportion of these lives could be sav
The three Building and Loan
ed if proper precautions were taken.
To this end the promoters of the ex- Associations that operate in
position will attempt to secure legis- Roswell have loaned $200,000
lation for the protection of the workers. Measures of this kind are now in the past 6 years.
pending in many of the state legislaHave you been the lucky one
tures and plans will be considered
to secure their passage and enforce- to secure a home thru one of
ment.
these loans? If not, see
Among the social, educational and R. H. McCUNE,
at once. The
labor organizations interested in the
promotion of the present exhibition
are Hull house; University of Chicago settlement;
Municipal
Chicago

Garst
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole
strictly
BILLIARDS,
POOL
BOWLING.
sale and retail hardware, pipe,
Co.
equip pumps, gasoline engines, fencing,
Brunswick
Balke Coll.
ment. Geo. B. Jewett. Prop.
THE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
Ready-to-weApparel.
CO. Roswell's growing
EAST SIDE POOL HALL. A pleas
hardware
ant place to spend your leisure. A store, the place where you can find THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
full line cigars and tobaccoes.
just what you want in hardware, Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
322 N. Main.
for men, women and children. Millinery a specialty.
W. P. LEWIS
CO.
HARDWARE
Bottling Works.
The largest house in the West. Po
Seed Store.
lite attention, complete stock and
So.
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
r
busi THE
Main St. Refresh your memory by right prices. We solicit yoi-&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
First and Main.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-by'SEED CO. All kinds of field and
garden seeds.
Best.

100-0-

SACRIFICE

YEARLY

More Than Half a Million Workers
Year in America.
Killed Every
The Death Rate From Accidents
Five Times That of England.
More Deadly Than the Civil War.

The E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes leading grocery store, nothing but hanger. My painting is first class.
every
pies,
day.
and
made fresh
the best.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
Special orders for parties, etc.
215.
3t26
&
GROCERY. Kirkpatrick
CASH
Prunty, Prop. Strictly cash. Our
Public Service Corporations.
groceries are the best.
Blacksmith Shops.

Billiard-Poo-

ARRAIGN MEN A
STARTLING
AT THE CHICAGO INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
NOW OPEN.

instruments of warfare, the
fee ' tigers of tne Jungles, the raven
ous sharks of the deep seas these
are mere playthings compared with
the : whirring machinery of the na

s

y

two-third-

,

3.

;

l.17-18---

Program changed Majestic tonight
cents.

'
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loys' Spring Suits

H. C. Eirick came up from Dexter
I Sunday
morning oa a - short business
visit.

Classified "Ads.
W. G.
42tf

was down from Ama
Black Minorca eggs for sale, 75c
rillo Saturday looking after business for 13. 1312 N. Wash. are.
7t3
Interests.
FOR RENT:
A two room cottage
on North Hill. See Col. Page. . 7t3
Charles L. Swain came down from FOR SALE:
Buggy and gentle, nice
Canyon City Sunday night on a busi
traveling mare. 1312 N. Wash ave.
ness visit.
M. S. Boyce

7t3
Reid and Conductor K. I FOR SALE: Cheap, bunch of horses
apply to Tom White or Lee RichRead, both of Amarillo, were visitors
8'tf.
ards.
nere isunuay
o
FOR SALE:
2.000 ewes. Will pro
E. L. Higginbotham, for several
Inquire at
vide lambing ground.
days a business visitor here, went to
7tf
Record office.
Amariuo Saturday.
ALFALFA
SEED FOR SALE:
Prices right. Chas. Doty, 1 mile
R. S. Craven and little son, of Ha
05tl0
south of Roswell.
german spent Sunday with many old
FOR SALE:
Fresh cow. Four gal
mends In Roswell.
lons milk per day guaranteed. Six
o
7t4
years old. 1704 Main.
Postmaster Mose Schloss, of Dexter
made his usual Sunday visit witfe la FOR SALE:
horse, 7 years
Work
dy friends in Roswell.
old, weight 1.200, price $150.- -1.
-- o
lOtf
E. ThomDson. East 5th St.
A card hi tie Roswell Trade Direc
8 room dwelling, close
tory brings results and keeps your FOR SALE: new,
below cost. Thom
in, brand
name before the people.
as Spurgeon, 711 N. Richardson.
One rotary and drop
SALE.
Pay your GAS BILLS. No FOR
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
3
discount after Monday.
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
160 acres of land with
Elmer Denning returned Saturday FOR SALE:
three artesian wells, $3,250. Miss
night from a trip through Texas. He
Nell R. Moore, American National
has been gone several weeks.
Bank.
It
A. L. W. Nilsson left Sunday morn FOR SALE:
Three or four miles of
ing for Texico and Sunnyside on a
oien woven wire fence: also
business trip of several days.
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
o
07tr.
phone 347.
J. I. Hinkle spent Sunday with his
acres, well Improved, 1
Eighty
friends of Roswell, returning to his
miles from court house, for sale at
home in Hagerman Sunday night.
a bargain for a few days. Carlton
o
We have the cheapest money to & Bell.
loan on realty in Roswell. Woodruff
Nice light family car
& DeFreest. opposite Post office. lOtf FOR SALE:
riage, Victoria; a lsoset of double
carriage harness.
Dr. Anderson.
John W. Puekett, of Portales, spent
7t2
Oklahoma Block.
Sunday with RosweU
friends, and
gas plant
went from here to Torranpe on the FOR SALE:
Acetylene
auto.
in good order. Fine for lighting res
idence, hotel or church. Dr. Ander
Rev. J. R. Rector, the colored min
7t2
son, Okla. Blk., Roswell.
lster, returned Saturday night from a FOR SALE:
phae
Fine
tired
rubber
trip to Sherman, Dallas and Fort
ton, especially for family use. InWorth.
quire at Kirbys Bottling Works
05tf
South Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Leonard return
40 head broke ponies,
ed Sunday night from a month's visit FOR SALE:
4 and 5 years old. Quick sale at
la Kansas City and nearby Missouri
towns.
right price. Apply to J. C. Wilson,
Dayton, N. M., or Cooper & Mil-lic09t26
Roswell.
Bob Ferryman returned to his home
In Hagerman Saturday
night.
He
has been a visitor in RosweU sever
FOR RENT.
al days.
o
furnished
RENT:
W. M. Reed returned to his station FOR
at Carlsbad Sunday nighjt, having house, close in. Inquire El Capitan
06t3
Hotel.
spent a few days with his family in
D.

G.

6-t-

This announcement will bring gladness to many a
young lad who knows how
he feels
in a Morrison Bros'. Suit that well dressed feeling.
self-satisfi- ed

Mrs. Jane Hopkins' Boy Proof Clothes
Help the youngster to put his best foot forward
give him the confidence that springs from looking
right to others and feeling right to himself, the
cost is little the result is all important. Have
your boy call at The Morrison Bros'. Store to try
on a few suits you are not obligated to purchase.

this city.

Evans and Will Lawrence
came up Sunday morning from Lake
Arthur, to spend Sunday with friends
M. W.

in Roswell.

orrison Bros9. & Co
Main Street

313-31- 5

:' LOCAL

NEWS.

1

o

Boe liner,
cheaper.
10

CARLTON
06tf

LOAN.

the

has

Jeweler,

It

S7tt

See new pictures Majestic tonight
cents.
D.

I.

Blake, of Lake Arthur was in

town Saturday.

I

PASTURE,

ALFALFA

$1.50

per

month per horse. Inquire at Western

J. F. Patterson, left Sunday morn
06t3
ing for Hico, Texas, having received Grocery Co.
word of the illness of his father at
PASTURE FOR STOCK:
Gramma
that place.
grass pasture or alfalfa for any
number. Stock will do well now on
E. W. Mitchell went to Hagerman
pasture. Inquire at Capitan Hotel.
and Lake Arthur Sunday night on a
05t4
business trip that will occupy three
or four days.

tl.

CONCERT

Benefit Building Fund, Christian Church

Tuesday Night, March 12th.
1. Philharmonic Orchestra
2. Maiden With the Lips So Rosy

Selected

Erik Helmund

Mrs. McClane
Suppe
Violin and Piano
Poet and Peasant Flute
Mr. Tbcbk, Eva Nelson, Mrs. J. M. Nelson
Angelo Mascheroni
4. For All Eternity
Mrs. J. J. Williamson
.
3.

.

5. Violin Solo

'

Selected

Eva Nelson
Selected

6. Vocal Solo

Alexander
7. Exquisite Polka Elegante Flute SoloRobert
Mr. Trcbe

Buechel

8. Reading

Selected

Me.

;

Miss
-

SOMETHING
You ought to know, is that
your Elecciic Batteries are
new and fresh. With old

or inferior Batteries your
Engine is not

mid-ai-

"feature" Majestic

r

cents.
J. W Dent and wkfe, of Artesia,
were here Saturday looking after
10

Miss Belle Parker went to Car'.sbad
Sunday night for a visit of a few days
with friends.
H. W. Titus and wife arrived Satur
day from Phoenix, Arizona, on a visit
with friends.
Miss Mftrv Oilhert of Davton snent
Saturday and Sundav here with Miss
Nellie Turknett.

DOING

Misses Bemice Ballard and Missie
Hearte. of Lake Arthur, were here on
Saturday shopping.

The work it should." A fresh
shipment just in.
6 BATTERIES FOR f 1.75.

Mis 8 Nell White returned to her
school at Hagerman Sunday night af
ter spending two days art home.

Jewell' Bayless

Eva Nelson.
10. Philharmonic Orchestra..

Rescued

Mrs. E. S. Nye, of Ottawa, Iowa,
who was here for a Bhort visit, left
-

Selected

9. Vocal Solo
.

Owners of Automobiles and
Gasoline Engines

.

- -

.Selected

GUNSUL
ELECTRICIAN

wira homefolks.

Mr. and Mrs.

; -

George

Yates,

of

Sweetwater, Texas arrived Saturday
and will go from here to Lincoln to
make their home.
o

ARE

Grand Central Hotel, new management. Woodruff & De Freest

COINC

TO

BUY

A New Wagon?

Miss Mattie Bocne returned to her
school at Spring Mound Valley San-da- y
night, having spent two days in
,
Roswell with nomefolks.
Mr. and Mrs'. E. Jacobson left Saturday on their return to their home
in Dayton, Iowa, after spending four
months here for their health.
Famous Alelgretti candies V4ft and
lib packages. Also highest grade
chocolates and bon bons, always
fresh. Ingersoll's Book Store.

YOU

A New Plow?
A New Harrow or Planter?
IF SO HERE'S YOUR CHANCE.

Just now we have an exceptionally fine stock of exceptionally fine implements, which we are offering under exceptionally liberal inducements. So attractive are thev that you
cannot afford to buy until you have seen our line and investigated our prices. DO IT SOW.

Mrs. Iva J. Keebler went to
Saturday night to spend a week
or ten days. When she returns she
will bring her daughter with her.
J. S. Tucker and sons, Louie and De
witt Tucker, came up from Lake Arthur Saturday morning to spend the
day.

H. S. Sutton left Sunriav mnrniii?
for Amarillo, where he expects to
spend two weeks looking after

Cotton Rags

WANTED-Cle- an

Calcimining

at the Record office.
Avery Turner,
and
general manager of the Pecos Valley
lines, passed through in his private
car Saturday night to Carlsbad and
again through to Amarillo
Sunday
morning, on a business trip up and
down the road.
vice-preside-

We

Make

a

Specialty

THE DANIEL DRUG

CO

Enterprise

W. F. Wiseley and C. F. Smith who
are prominent business men of
returned to their home Saturday
who has morning after spending a few days
Miss Flora Longworth,
uncle,
J.
been visiting lier
F.
here on business.
tor the past two weeks, left
Saturday mornbg for her home in
Mr. and Mrs. E. Auman, of North
Van Wert, Ohio.
Carolina, who have been spending sev
o
eral days here
points
J. W. Hoff, of Albuquerque, went the valley seeingand atsights, leftdown
this
to Torrance Saturday on the auto, moiniTig for their the
home.
and will go from there to his home.
He will return about July 1. for aioth
Mrs. W. R. Hess, of Carlsbad, who
er business visit.
has been here two weeks visiting her
brother, J. F. Matheson, left Saturday
G. S. Sneathen returned to EUda for Alva, O. T., where
he will join
Saturday morning after spending two her
husband in making their home.
days hi Roswell buying Cottonwood
and willow trees to set out around
his well and tank.
Sunnyside Camp" Health Resort.
Misses Bessie Norcross and Dora Under new management. Sanitarium
Wilson, who have been visiting tlieir feature eliminated.
House tents for
friends here for the past two weeks, light house keeping, $5, J10 and $15
per month. Phone 428 VV. S. HICKS,
left Saturday for their home in

More

Skates.-wa- re

Co.

Te-ic-

Long-wort-

FRIEND TO FRIEND.
The personal recommendations of peo
ple who have been cured of coughs and
colds by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
have done more than all else to make it a
staple article of trade and commerce oves
a large part of the civilized world.

Kansas.

Manager.

WANTED.

return
Dexter WANTED:
Plain sewing at 704 W.
Eyes tested free at L. R
job of
5tf
Hendricks St. Mrs. Godby.
Jeweler and Optician.
or fancy
DRESSMAKING plain
sewing of all kinds, prices right. Mrs.
W. P. Littlefield came hi Sunday ev
Mrs. W. P. Malone returned to her J. M. Kegans, Room 1, Park Hotel.
enlng from his ranch near Krana.
home in Hagerman Sunday uight af
One mile of second
ter spending three or four days with WANTED:
hand barb wire and posts. Address
Mr. and Mrs. Gunther have taken relatives here.
rooms in the Stockard building.
07tl2
Box 585, Roswell.
C. E. Dickens went to Dexter on WANTED:
at the Gilkeson
j. r. Mell and Judge Patton went Saturday night to spend a few days Hotel ApplyBellat boy
once.
tl.
to Hagerman 03 last Saturday night. looking after business and visiting WANTED:
Bell boy at the Gilkeson
with friends.
tl.
Hotel Apply at once.
Prank Anderson left Sunday morn
Small children to care
ing on a business trip to Kansas City
E. G. Hancher left Saturday night WANTED:
for while mothers attend social or
for his home in Carlsbad. He was
other duties. Charges reasonable.
Don't sell until you figure with Ma- - here a greater part of last week on
203 N. Penn. ave. 'phone 540. 4t6
kin's Second Hand Store. Phone 227. immigration business.
o
WANTED
Weidunan,
Gentleman or lady to trav
Chftrle
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Smith and her sister.
el for Mercantile House of large
of Dexter, were here shopping today.
Mrs. J. W. Wilson returned Sunday
capital. If desirable the home may
Illustrated song. Majestic tonight 10 morning from a four days' visit with
be used as headquarters.' Weekly
relatives in Hagerman.
salary of $1,092.00 per year and expenses.
Address Armstrong Alexagent
Howard Booth, special
of the
ander, 125 Plymouth Place, ChicaSunday
Hagerman
railroad went to
go, Illinois.
night after a short stay here. From
goes
to
there he
Carlsbad.
LOST.
P. H Gunter, of Dallas, representa
tive of the Evangeline Syrups, went LOST:
Pair rimless spectacles,
to Dexter Sunday night after spendgold bows, in black case, near
ing a few days in Roswell.
Spriog River. Return to this office
4t6
for reward.
Wylie Parsons returned to his stu
A)
Slaughter's
farm
Between
I
ST:
dies at the Military Institute today
and Lovers' Lane a lady's black
after being at home several days on
coat. Finder please leave at Recaccount of a severe attack of bronchi
ord office or 308, N. Pennsylvania.2
tis.
A diamond and pearl brooch
LOST:
on Main St. between Dr. McClane s
and Grand Central. FiTider please
8tf.
return to Record office.

ATTENTION!

Miss Mary Finney, who is making
her home in RosweU, went to Elida
Saturday morning to spend a week

Large Sunny Hoom for
FOR RENT:
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
85tf
Main St.

Mr. Adolph the stone-maso- n
morning from
Boellner, ed Sunday
88tf where he has been doing a
stone work.

New program tonight Majestic 10c.
MONEY TO
4. BELL.

o

f

Otto ;Baumer came ia Saturday
from Artesia, where he has been on
business. He spent Saturday and
Sunday here.

,

FOR SALE.
Mrs. Ella Jordan went to Artesia
Sunday night on a two day's business FOR SALE.
Land Bcrip.
visit.
Skillmaa.

"Mrr:Rrt EC "McElhannon -- and Mrs.
W. K. Waterman,-oGreenfield, spent
Saturday in Roswell's big stores. ,

Sunday night for Western Texas.

Nola Oliver went to Points down
the road' last night on m. business visit which will occupy tSiree days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. fihanahan, return
ed to Bo vtna Saturday after spending
four days in RosweU on business.
.

Responsibility
You wouldn't pay railway fare to anybody who happened to ask you for it, but only to the responsible uni-

formed conductor.
You shouldn't feel bound to take the first cigar that's
offered to you, but only the one that's plainly marked with
the stamp of responsibility the "Triangle A."
You know what you're getting when

You buy a "Triangle A" Cigar
What do you know about the nameless and irresponsible cigars offered you ?
The "Triangle A" is a guarantee of cigar quality
before you buy.
It's plain proof that we are willing and anxious to

have the American Cigar Company's cigars judged strictly
on their merits.
The "Triangle A" has a wider meaning than

that of a' mere identification mark'

One Side stands for knowing how.
Another Side stands for equipment.
And all that would never be worth a last year's calendar to you
did not stand for the disposition
if the third side of the "Triangle A"give
the smoker all the benefit of
of the American Cigar Company to
equipment.
its cigar knowledge and
Therefore The American Cigar Company is taking this occasion
to assure you that its "Triangle A" is a public sign of its definite,
positive and unchangeable intention to offer you always the best cigars
that its unequalled equipment and experience are capable of producmg.
We manufacture a large number of brands of different blends to
sui- - individual tastes.
cigar-produci-

ng

The New CREMO
evidence of the quality that is guaranteed by the
affords first-cla"A" (Triangle A) on the box.
ss

AMERICAN CIGAR COMPANY

Manufacturer

05t6

